You love communicating with and learning about people of other cultures. You dream of international travel. You want to learn more about our interconnected world and how to cross cultural borders. You should explore SU’s programs in the area of **international citizenship and languages**.

At this very moment, SU students are **across the globe** studying with our special **university partners** in places like Stirling, Scotland; Cuenca, Ecuador; Anqing, China; and Malaga, Spain.

Our students are participating in the Global Internship Program in Italy, being trained for cyber-security jobs in Estonia and completing **field studies research** in multiple locations around the globe.

In the last few years, SU students have won some of the **most prestigious international exchange scholarships** offered in the United States, including Fulbright awards, a Gates-Cambridge Scholarship and multiple Gilman Scholarships to conduct research or teach internationally.

Students who study in these areas **secure positions** in human rights work, interpreting and translating, teaching English as a foreign language, international relations specialists, Peace Corps workers, the Foreign Service, or international business.

If you are ready to connect with the world, explore SU’s programs!